Pyeroy Group benefits from DISAB
UK’s high service standards
Pyeroy Group, the leading provider of shot blasting and painting services in the UK,
is benefitting from a close and highly effective working relationship with one of its
key suppliers, DISAB UK. For one recent project in a large fabrication yard, the
Pyeroy team needed several BagVac™ units as soon as possible, and true to its
service promises DISAB UK was able to get an additional eight BagVacs™ to the yard
within 48 hours.
Pyeroy Group provides specialist industrial services that support the construction,
maintenance, de-commissioning and replacement of major industrial assets such as
bridges, chemical plants, ships, oil rigs and power stations. Because Health & Safety is
paramount in everything that Pyeroy does, it has been using the suction power and large
capacity of DISAB’s Industrial Vacuum units since 2008, to remove spent shot and related
waste from and around areas where shot blasting is taking place, and to then remove that
material quickly and safely for offsite disposal.
DISAB UK and its service standards
Pyeroy Group was so impressed with its first trials of the DISAB BagVac™ that it decided to
purchase its own units, a decision largely influenced by the constant need for these
machines throughout its projects in the UK. But sometimes a major project comes along
where existing resources are insufficient, and additional units are required – fast.
That’s when the service promises are tested to the full, and as far as Pyeroy’s Group Plant
and Equipment Manager Christian Farquhar was concerned, DISAB UK came up trumps:
“Normally we have our own units that we can call upon, and for most of the time that’s
sufficient. This particular project needed another eight BagVacs to be on site as soon as
possible, and so I called Vicki at DISAB UK. She and the team at DISAB UK provided us
with effective support, as they were able to get the number of BagVacs we required to the
fabrication yard within a couple of days, an achievement that we were pretty impressed with,
given it was all at such short notice!”
Why the DISAB BagVac™?
Christian explained his and Pyeroy’s preference for the DISAB BagVac™:
“Pyeroy Group first used a BagVac™ in 2008 and it was immediately obvious there was a
huge difference between this equipment and the way we were handling and removing spent
shot and related waste and dust.”
“The BagVac™ was much faster when it came to removing shot and waste material, its
large capacity bags meant our operatives could spend more time blasting than emptying,
and they found the BagVac™ really easy to use as well - they were very impressed”

He continued: “We’ve also tried other vacuum machines and other alternatives to the
BagVacs™, but we keep coming back to them, because they’re much easier to use, and they
always do what they’re supposed to do. They’re very reliable and while we have our own
machines, as this job has shown, we get great service from the DISAB UK team whenever we
need it.”
Suction power + Health & Safety compliant = much safer working practices
When it comes to handling spent shot and related waste, as an example, the DISAB
BagVAC™ can typically pull 5-6 tonnes per hour of grit and shot along flexible hose over a
long distance. That’s a massive amount of suction power when you need it, and the distance
between the actual working area and the location of the DISAB BagVac™ makes no
difference.
And most importantly from a Health & Safety perspective, the DISAB BagVac™ will take care
of your team. Its exceptional vacuum means contaminated debris and airborne dusts – some
of which can be potentially toxic such as old lead-based paint - are removed quickly and
efficiently through its fully enclosed system and deposited into a container of your choice,
minimising any risk of exposure for the operatives and making onwards disposal of collected
material a simple job to undertake.
More than measuring up to Pyeroy Group’s
expectations and standards
The DISAB BagVac’s™ reliability is such that even in really
tough working environments it won’t let you down. As
another Pyeroy manager put it, when asked about the
DISAB BagVac™:
“That kind of reliability and performance adds a lot of value
to the work we’re doing, so that’s why we’ve gone ahead
and bought two of the BagVACs!”
Christian summed it another way:
“As the largest of the type of companies that undertake this
sort of work, Pyeroy Group has earned a terrific reputation
and so we’re all very keen to make sure we keep it that way.
So we have to choose our key suppliers very carefully, and
be sure that they’ll go the extra mile when we need them to.
DISAB UK fully meets our expectations.”

“We get great service from the DISAB UK team
whenever we need it.”

